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A growing algae bloom problem in the Great Lakes has led to a joint committee with Canada to find solutions for the 

problem. Algae blooms sound as though they would be harmless and in many cases, they can be. The problem 

facing the committee is this algae can contaminate sources of drinking water. 

The International Joint Commission specifically focuses on the Great Lakes and the water issues concerning the 

Great Lakes for the US and Canada. A report released by the agency over a year ago called for a crackdown on 

sources of phosphorous run off that causes elevated numbers of algae blooms. They also called for a ban on 

spreading fertilizer on frozen or snow-covered ground to assist in the reduction of phosphorous run off. Local farmers 

are not taking lightly to possible new mandates based on this report. 

The commission feels these are necessary steps to increase water quality for everyone who siphons water off Lake 

Erie and all those downstream. The phosphorous the algae blooms feed off cause them to release toxins that 

contaminate the drinking water supply. 
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The drinking water services northwestern Ohio and southeastern Michigan, and it appears that it has gotten worse. 

Toledo had to issue a do-no-drink order that lasted over two days due to the contamination caused by the algae. The 

city has already spent millions of dollars over the last two years to remove the toxins from water that is drawn from 

Lake Erie. 

Researchers previous focus was the Maumee River. The Maumee is a heavy farming area that may contribute to a 

lot of the phosphorous run off. This will still be a focus of the investigation as the 137 mile river runs gingerly along 

the farmland. 

But the Detroit River supplies 80 to 90 percent of Lake Erie’s water supply. So scientists have started to focus there 

and not just because of the amount of water it supplies to the lake. It is also home to the Detroit Wasterwater 

Treatment Plant. 

This sewage plant has a long history of violations, and reducing sewage run off is one of the ways to reduce the 

sources of phosphorous. It is also home to other heavy industrial run off from the Marathon oil refinery, various steel 

mills and other industrial plants. 

If that wasn’t enough of a reason, it also stands to reason that the current makes all run off more deadly to the 

drinking water. The river is actually a twenty-four mile channel connecting Lake St. Clair and Lake Erie, and its 

current is so strong, that freighters have to adjust to the river itself. 

Although scientists and the commission are calling for a forced ban, most politicians are looking for a more people 

friendly solution – one that is more voluntary. Many feel that anything voluntary would not put a dent in the problem 

and if it does, it won’t be fast enough. 
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